Density functional and electrostatics study of oxidized and reduced ribonucleotide reductase; comparisons with methane monooxygenase.
A combined broken symmetry density functional and electrostatics approach has been used to examine the active sites of the resting (RNR(ox)) and reduced (RNR(red)) forms of class I type ribonucleotide reductase in the protein and solvent environment. Active site cluster geometries and Heisenberg J values are discussed in the context of the available protein data. The total electrostatic interaction energy in the protein comprises a large reaction field component and a much smaller protein field term, the former suggesting strong dielectric polarization between the cluster and protein-solvent dielectrics; the latter is indicative of a very weak link to the protein environment. Decomposition of the protein field term elucidates the major electrostatic interactions between amino acid residues in the RNR R2 local environment and the active site cluster, enabling an energetic comparison of structurally equivalent residues with a related diiron protein, methane monooxygenase.